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 filtering and removing observations (such as removing missing data), 

creating and removing variables, 

selecting observations according to various criteria, 

transforming data values such as numberic to categorical, or creating log values

Merging two datasets, in many possible ways such as by rows, by columns, or based on a common ID variable.

Building new data structures that look at data in completely different ways (such as going from events, to observations based on geography). 

a. Typical operations include:

Rattle. Provides “point and click” interface for removing, creating, and transforming observations.

Raw R operators, including the R indexing system such as

Dframe2 <- Dframe1[Dframe1$Column1 != NA , ]  #Removes rows where Column1 has missing values
Dframe2[,5] <- log10(Dframe2[,5]) # Takes log of the fifth column
Functions included in base R libraries, such as cbind and merge.

A library called dplyr, and its predecessor plyr which have many functions for just these purposes.

A different library called data.table (This one you can ignore for this course.)

There are others as well, but these are the ones you will see most often. 

b. In R, as usual there are multiple different systems for these purposes. Some are easier to program, some are faster to execute on large 
data sets, some  provide better documentation. The first two of these systems you already know. 

4.23.12.1 Introduction

Data never arrives in the exact form that you ultimately need. As we discussed early in the course, more than half of your time on a 
data analytics project will be spent wrestling with the data, as opposed to “running models.” So, it’s worth making sure everyone is able 
to use tools for this purpose.

a. Introduction to dplyr 2015-08-31  https://cran.rstudio.com/web/packages/dplyr/vignettes/introduction.html
This is an introduction plus exercises. From the description:
Dplyr aims to provide a function for each basic verb of data manipulation:
filter() (and slice())
arrange()
select() (and rename())
distinct()
mutate() (and transmute())
summarise()
sample_n() and sample_frac()

b. Manipulating data tables http://personal.colby.edu/personal/m/mgimond/RIntro/04_Manipulating_data_tables.html#querying-tables-using-
base-tools
 A tutorial on the basics of data tables. Much of this should be review, such as subsetting by rows and columns. This tutorial shows how to 
do the same things using both base R subscripting, and using the dplyr package.

c. Data Manipulation in R with dplyr by Davood Astaraky
A longer tutorial. https://rstudio-pubs-static.s3.amazonaws.com/98285_aee86145ffc746e685b8792c7cf8a73d.html  
The dplyr package contains five key data manipulation functions, also called verbs:
select(), which returns a subset of the columns,
filter(), that is able to return a subset of the rows,
arrange(), that reorders the rows according to single or multiple variables,
mutate(), used to add columns from existing data,
summarise(), which reduces each group to a single row by calculating aggregate measures.

d. Video tutorial on dplyr.   http://www.dataschool.io/dplyr-tutorial-for-faster-data-manipulation-in-r/  And be sure to look at part 2. Each is about 
35 minutes long. http://www.dataschool.io/dplyr-tutorial-part-2/

e. Merging two data sets. Simple tutorial on merging two data sets, using the base R function merge. Discusses what happens with missing 
values. https://rpubs.com/wsundstrom/t_merge

f. Chapter 12, “Data Reshaping”, in R for Everyone by Jared Lander. Also Chapter 11.

g. Chapter 4, “Merging and Reshaping Datasets” in R Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach
by Larry Pace.

4.23.12.2 Readings and tutorials. Readings a-d cover mainly working with an existing data set. Readings d through g cover 
how to combine data sets in various ways. 

a. The best overall cheat sheet for R is IMO this one: https://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Baggott-refcard-v2.pdf Dated December 2012. Or 
similar one by Bent J r̄gensen. http://statmaster.sdu.dk/bent/courses/ST501-2011/Rcard.pdf

b. Much better sheets exist for specific topics, such as data mining and plotting. 

c. Versions exist in many languages and of many lengths. See https://cran.r-project.org/other-docs.html 

4.23.12.3 Cheat sheets. Various cheat sheets that we have used cover these topics.  If you do not already have them, start with 
Computerworld’s 60+ R resources to improve your data skills. Also R Studio’s set of cheat sheets.

But never make a change that is irreversible, and never throw anything away forever.

Example: selecting out 100,000 rows of a data set. It’s good practice to keep track of the code (and random number seed) you used to select them, but it’s 
not critical.

a. When you are “fooling around,” it’s ok to be casual with your data.

The standard is that if necessary, you can “repeat your results” and get the same answer. That is, starting from your raw data, you can document and if 
necessary repeat each transformation of the data that led to your “working dataset,” the one that you actually fit to your models.
In particular, the nuances of variable transformation can sometimes turn out to be very important.

Copy the history into a more permanent location (such as a Word document)

Add #comments noting things like “this did not work.”

Explicitly make links between code and the tables/plots that it created

For each table and plot, describe the parameters that created it. Often you can just past the relevant R code.

Software makes it easy to keep track using the History tab in Rstudio, and the Log tab in Rattle. But every hour or so, go back and

These are notes for yourself, not for your final paper. But you still need them, for several reasons. 

b. When you are doing formal analysis, where the results will count, you need to be much more precise, and document each step.

4.23.12.4 Research tip: Manage your data carefully.

4.23.12.5 Assignment: Familiarize yourself with this material. 

Some projects will require more of this kind of manipulation than others. But all will require some manipulation. 
   If you are working with a small data set, and will not have to restructure it dramatically, you can perhaps do most of your work in 
Rattle. But have some idea about the other methods, so you can look them up when appropriate. 

4.23.12 BohnDAgram on Data plumbing
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